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ABSTRACT
Arbitrarily-primed PCR-based assays established the presence of sweetpotato intra- 
clonal genetic variability. These DNA polymorphism assays provided benchmark 
information regarding cultivar genetic uniformity in sweetpotato foundation seed programs. 
Arbitrarily-primed markers were also used to compare the genetic uniformity among 
sweetpotato clones derived conventionally, i.e., through adventitious sprouts, and nodally- 
based propagation systems.
Initially, 38 primers generated 110 scorable DNA fragments using two virus-indexed 
plants from each clone source. Twenty-one bands (19.1%) were scored as putative 
polymorphic makers based on the presence or absence of amplified products. A subset of 14 
marker loci generated by four selected primers was used to further assay 10 sample plants 
per clone group. Polymorphism ranged from 7.1 % to 35.7% in five of eight clone groups. 
Field studies show variation in nearly all yield grades measured. In three tests during the 
1991 and 1992 seasons, yield differences ranged from 27% to 46% within the economically 
important U.S. No. 1 root grade. The results suggest the usefulness of arbitrarily-primed 
markers in detecting intra-clonal genomic variability in the crop.
To determine the role of propagation method in sweetpotato genotypic uniformity, a 
single sprout each of ’Jewel,’ ’Sumor,’ and L87-95 served as source of clonal plants 
simultaneously propagated through conventional adventitious procedures and an in vitro- 
based nodal technique. Fifteen arbitrary primers generated 64 scorable amplified fragments, 
29 of which were putatively polymorphic across n= 60  samples (10 each of nodal and 
adventitiously derived plants/genotype). Within adventitiously derived materials, putative 
polymorphisms ranged from 4.7% to 31.3% depending upon genotypic class. In contrast, 
putative polymorphisms ranged from 0.0% to 3.1% among nodally-derived samples. The
marker loci differentiated the genotypes and putative marker phenotype variants as revealed 
through multidimensional scaling analysis. An ’analysis of molecular variance’ shows that 
genotypic effects accounted for 88.7% of the total marker variability, while propagation 
effects (within genotypic groups) accounted for 11.3%. The results suggest variability 
associated with propagation, wherein clonal plants derived from pre-existing meristematic 
regions are more genetically uniform than plants propagated from adventitious origins.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
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The Nature of Variability in Sweetpotato
Historically, intra-clonal sweetpotato phenotypic variability is well-documented. 
Groth (1911) suggested that a sweetpotato variety will produce certain "sports" over time 
and observed that " . . .  plants in the same patch, the produce of the same ancestors, did not 
agree with each other." This early account of phenotypic variability was largely empirical, 
but Rosa (1926) studied sweetpotato storage root mutations and reported that sprouts arising 
from white stripes (mericlinal chimeras) on yellow-skinned roots also produced plants that 
yielded white-skinned storage roots. Related reports of storage root mutations (Harter, 1926; 
Thompson, 1929; Miller, 1930; Miller, 1935) were significant at that period wherein 
sweetpotato flowering behavior was poorly understood. Before the induction of predictable 
flowering in the sweetpotato (Miller, 1939), and excluding plant introductions, sweetpotato 
crop improvement was entirely based on field and hill selections of phenotypic mutants, with 
some controlled hybridization and recovery of chance open-pollinated seed (Boswell et al., 
1937). The recovery of desirable somatic mutants overshadowed the fact that the majority of 
phenotypic mutations were undesirable (Miller et al., 1959). In the period 1930-1965, hill 
selection of desirable somatic mutants led to the release of 13 cultivars (Edmond and 
Ammerman, 1971). Due mainly to the instability of these sweetpotato cultivars, sweetpotato 
foundation seed programs were established to insure that new cultivars remained true to 
type.
The sweetpotato foundation seed program
Compared to seed certification programs in other crops, sweetpotato foundation seed 
programs devote considerable resources in eliminating phenotypic offtypes through visual 
selection in addition to insuring pathogen-free seedstock (Dangler, 1994; Mulkey and 
Hernandez, 1994; Sloan, 1994; Schultheis, et al., 1994; Sterrett and Savage, 1994). The
high incidence of intra-clonal phenotypic variation has been a primary concern ever since 
foundation seed programs were instituted (Miller et al., 1959). The first foundation and seed 
certification program was established in North Carolina in 1945 (Dangler, 1994), followed 
by the Louisiana foundation seed program instituted in 1948 (Miller e ta l., 1959). Several 
foundation programs were later established in other states.
In a typical foundation seed program, a small number of individual hills are selected 
from foundation increase field beds. The bedded seed is termed breeder’s seed and is 
considered genetically identical to the original roots of a particular cultivar (Edmond and 
Ammerman, 1971). Selection is based on yield, marketable traits (flesh color, skin color, 
absence of lesions, shape of root, canopy morphology), and freedom from diseases and 
pests. Each root is visually inspected for any skin mutations and internal color changes by 
making transverse slices from the distal end. The remaining proximal section is bedded in 
the greenhouse for vegetative sprout production and resulting slips are planted in increase 
fields. Selection for offtypes continues during greenhouse culture until packaging before 
shipment. The selection pressure against offtypes varies across foundation seed programs, 
but Sloan (1994) reports that >50% of ’Beauregard’ seeds that exhibited heteroclinal 
chimeras were discarded in 1991 in Mississippi.
The type of cultivars and the number of seed maintained per cultivar varies over 
time. For instance, the widely cultivated ’Beauregard’ accounts for 95% of the foundation 
seed production in the Mississippi foundation seed program whereas the number of 
seedstocks of old cultivars like ’Nancy Hall,’ ’Jewel,’ and ’Centennial’ are comparatively 
less (Sloan, 1994). Within a foundation program, the number of roots maintained can vary 
per propagation cycle. Mulkey and Hernandez (1994) report that some 14.2 to 18.2 ha are
used yearly in the production of Beauregard seedstock. In contrast, other varieties that are 
not widely cultivated are maintained in smaller quantities for use in breeding nurseries.
In foundation programs, selection eliminates most phenotypic off-types based on 
visually discernible trait changes, e.g., storage root skin and flesh color. Consequently, 
many important traits are excluded. Edmond and Ammerman (1971) cite a study where two 
populations selected for carotene content (high vs. low) were established within each of two 
different sweetpotato varieties. This illustrates that quality factor variability occurs but are 
not subject to the usual visually-based maintenance procedures. Variation also existed for 
dry weight and protein content among family lines derived from individual roots of 
breeder’s seed (Templeton-Somers and Collins, 1986). These reports suggest that directional 
selection is a vital process in maintaining phenotypic characteristics of a clone and strongly 
suggest an inherent genotypic component. In sexually mating populations that exhibit 
variation in phenotypes, selection for a certain genetically conditioned trait causes a change 
in gene frequency, and consequently genotypic frequency (Falconer, 1989).
Assessment of Phenotypic Variation in the Sweetpotato
Progress in crop improvement depends largely on available genetic information of 
well-characterized parental materials and genetic stability of cultivars. In the sweetpotato, 
the majority of earlier studies investigated the frequency and occurrence of mutations and 
maintaining cultivar integrity. When techniques of producing true sexual seeds in the 
greenhouse (Miller, 1937), and then under field conditions (Miller, 1939) became widely 
adopted, attention focused on the inheritance of qualitative and quantitative traits and 
genotype x environment interactions.
Estimates of qualitative mutation
Miller (1935) reports that sweetpotato phenotypic changes occur frequently such that 
laborers engaged in harvesting and packing have learned to recognize and discard these off- 
type sweetpotatoes. Mutation rates of 1 to 18%, depending upon genotype, are reported for 
flesh color of storage roots (Hernandez, et. al., 1964). In contrast, a relatively lower rate 
for various types of mutations is reported for potato (Solarium tuberosum), with 1 in 
100,000 to 200,000 plants exhibiting changes (Heiken, 1958).
Genotype x environment interactions
Variation in yield and other traits. The differential phenotypic performance of a 
genotype across different environments is referred to as genotype x environment interactions 
(G x E) (Fehr, 1987). G x E estimates are used by plant breeding programs in decisions 
concerning varietal trials and stability of genotypic performance over locations and years 
(Fehr, 1987; Simmonds, 1979). In the sweetpotato, many horticultural traits are 
quantitatively inherited including root weight, flesh color, root skin color, and sprouting 
increase (Jones, 1986; Jones et al., 1976; Jones, 1965). Total root yield and the weight of 
U.S. tt\ roots varied across years and locations in a population of sweetpotato cultivars 
(’Pope,’ ’Copper Skin Jewel,’ ’Jewel’ and ’Centennial’) and breeding lines in North 
Carolina. Changes in crude protein and dry matter content of storage roots have also been 
detected (Collins, et al., 1987). The sensitivity of sweetpotato to environmental 
variation has also been shown in various tropical growing environments including Cameroon 
(Ngeve and Bouwkamp, 1993), the Philippines (Carpena et al., 1982), and Papua New 
Guinea (Kannua and Floyd, 1988).
Confounding in phenotypically-based estimates. G x E estimates are useful tools in 
describing genotypic stability in the sweetpotato. Genotype stability across environments is 
estimated by the consistency of phenotypic mean values, compared with other genotypes, 
across environments (Fehr, 1987). However, even within a single plot, the yield among 
individual hills can vary from zero to several pounds per plant (Steinbauer et al., 1943). The 
existence of possible inherent intra-clonal variability could confound estimates of genotypic 
stability. Thus, techniques that estimate variability at the genotypic level will be extremely 
useful in the sweetpotato. With the increasing accessibility of molecular techniques for 
various applications, intra-clonal variability in the sweetpotato can potentially be described at 
the genome level.
Detection of Variation at the Molecular Level
Genotypic uniformity depends upon nucleotide sequence similarity at the molecular 
level. In the absence of molecular sequence data, indirect measures of genotypic differences 
that reflect underlying base pair variability are used (Nienhuis, et al., 1993). The detection 
of molecular variation (DNA sequence polymorphisms) through various methods represents 
one of the most significant developments in molecular biology (Waugh and Powell, 1992). 
These methods include: a) restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis; 2) 
variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) fingerprinting; and, 3) polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR)-based techniques. The PCR technique (Saiki et al., 1985) is an enzyme- 
mediated in vitro method that synthesizes specific DNA sequences defined by two 20-30 
nucleotide-length oligonucleotide primers that hybridize to opposite strands flanking the 
target region. A variant of the technique uses arbitrary primers to detect random DNA 
polymorphisms in the genome and referred to as randomly amplified polymorphic DNA 
(RAPD) (Williams et al., 1990) or arbitrarily-primed PCR (AP-PCR) (Welsh and
McClelland, 1990). The distinct advantage of using arbitrary primers is that prior sequence 
information is not necessary (Tingey and del Tufo, 1993) and there are many primers that 
are available. Given the relative technical ease of this in v/rro-based polymorphism assay, 
PCR-based techniques can be efficiently incorporated in applied plant breeding programs for 
purposes of assessing genetic variability, marker-assisted selection, and genotype 
fingerprinting for patent purposes (Newbury and Ford-Lloyd, 1993; Young 1993; Tingey 
and de Tufo, 1993; Waugh and Powell, 1992).
Arbitrarily-primed molecular markers
Molecular basis o f polymorphism. The RAPD/AP-PCR assay detects nucleotide 
sequence polymorphisms in DNA using a single primer of arbitrary nucleotide sequence. In 
this reaction, a single species of primer binds to the genomic DNA at two different sites on 
opposite strands of the DNA template. If these priming sites are within an amplifiable 
distance to each other, usually 200-2000 base pairs, a discrete DNA product is produced 
through thermocyclic amplification (Tingey, et al., 1992). Polymorphisms result from 
changes in either the sequence of the primer binding site (e.g., point mutations), or from 
changes that alter the size or prevent the successful amplification of target DNA (Parks et 
al., 1991; Williams et al., 1990). In representative samples of some species, the frequency 
of detecting polymorphisms per primer range from 0.3 in Arabidopsis thaliana, 0.5 in 
soybean, one in corn, and 2.5 in Neurospora crassa (Tingey, et al., 1992).
The number of molecular markers used in genetic analysis vary, ranging from 14 
RAPD markers (Koller et al., 1993) that differentiated eleven apple cultivars, to 1205 
RFLPs (Smith et al., 1990) for characterizing maize inbreds. A large sample of markers 
increases coverage of the genome and will reduce bias due to undersampling of certain
genomic regions (Nienhuis, et al., 1994). At the same time, efficiency can be achieved by 
estimating genetic relatedness using a smaller set of polymorphic bands (Smith et al., 1990).
Interpretation o f molecular polymorphisms. Arbitrarily-primed markers that detect 
genomic polymorphisms have wide applicability as a genetic tool. Depending on the crop 
species, a number of these markers have been shown to segregate in a Mendelian fashion 
(Martin et al., 1991; Williams et al., 1990). Consequently, the markers can be used for 
genetic linkage studies and for creating framework genetic linkage maps of molecular 
markers (Yu et al., 1993). The creation of genetic linkage maps will facilitate the location of 
quantitative trait loci (QTL’s) of economic traits that are quantitative in nature (Yu et al., 
1993). Several medium to high-density RAPD-based maps have already been reported for 
conifers (Kubisiak et al., 1994; Nelson et al., 1993; Grattapaglia et al., 1992) and 
sugarcane (Al-Janabi et al., 1993).
Various methods have been developed to link markers with qualitatively inherited 
economically important phenotypic traits. For instance, RAPD markers were linked to 
disease resistance in lettuce through bulk segregant analysis (Michelmore et al., 1991).
RAPD markers have also been linked with several economically important characters in 
various crops: common bean rust resistance (Miklas, et al., 1993), tomato Pto bacterial 
resistance (Martin et al., 1992), sugar beet nematode resistance and hypocotyl color (Uphoff 
and Wricke, 1992). Other applications include linking RFLPs and RAPDs in Viciafaba 
(Torres, et al., 1993), detection of chromosome specific markers in tomato (Klein-Lankhorst 
et al., 1991), and using RAPD markers as tools in germplasm management (Skroch et al.,
1992). Arbitrary-primed markers have also been used in studies involving pedigree analysis 
in apple (Tancred et al., 1994; Roller et al., 1993), potatoes (Singsit and Ozias-Akins,
1993), wheat (Joshi and Nguyen, 1993; Vierling and Nguyen, 1992), celery (Yang and 
Quiros, 1993), grapes (Gogorcena, 1993), oats (Dweikat e ta /., 1993), and Brassica oleracea 
(Kresovich et al., 1992).
Polymorphism assays have been used to assess diversity in germplasm collections 
and to estimate genetic variability within and among populations of crop species. RAPD/AP- 
PCR markers have been used to assay genetic relatedness in various crop species including 
potatoes (Singsit and Ozias-Akins, 1993), wheat (Vierling and Nguyen, 1992; Joshi and 
Nguyen, 1993; Ohm and Mackenzie, 1992), common bean (Skroch et al., 1992) and 
mahoganies (Chalmers et al., 1994). Kresovich et al. (1992) discriminated closely related 
broccoli accessions based on the polymorphisms generated by random primers. Arbitrarily- 
primed markers were also used to partition the genetic variation in Gliricidia into 'between’ 
and 'within'- population components (Chalmers, et al., 1992). This illustrates the wide 
applicability of arbitrarily-primed markers in detecting polymorphisms in various plant 
species.
An important consideration in using arbitrarily-primed markers in studies of genetic 
relatedness concerns the issue of whether bands of equal molecular weights shared by two 
individuals are: 1) homologous characters, 2) characters inherited from a common ancestor, 
or, 3) homoplastic characters that arise independently within a population (Smith et a l.,
1994; Tingey et al., 1992). Williams et al. (1990) provided evidence that amplified 
fragments in the genus Glycine that were scored as homologous on agarose gels were also 
homologous through hybridization when fragments were used as hybridization probes on a 
DNA blot of RAPD products. This supports the premise that closely related individuals tend 
to co-inherit a shared character state from a common ancestor rather than acquiring the same 
character independently (Tingey et al., 1992). In contrast, Smith et al. (1994) showed that
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unrelated RAPD bands co-migrated among samples of Xanthomonas campestris, suggesting 
that some RAPD products of similar molecular weights were not necessarily homologous. In 
general, these considerations will aid in the proper interpretation of molecular marker data 
and in the analysis of results.
Analysis of molecular marker data
Analysis o f  genetic uniformity based on molecular marker data. Once polymorphisms 
are detected, the data set is analyzed and interpreted depending on the nature of the study. 
The most basic estimate of genetic uniformity/variability in a sample set is percent 
polymorphism, calculated as the number of putatively polymorphic loci divided by the total 
number of loci scored (Hartl and Clark, 1989). Further measures of uniformity are 
expressed by estimates of genetic relatedness based on marker data (Dudley, 1994). The 
majority of these distance estimators have been developed or adopted for isozymes and 
RFLP data, but can be applied with slight modification to RAPD/AP-PCR marker data.
Four comparisons are possible between any two genotypes based on the presence ("1") or 
absence ("0") of a marker: 1-1, 1-0, 0-1, and 0-0 comparisons. Genetic distance estimators 
vary in their use of these comparisons to estimate genetic similarity or distance. The ratio of 
similarities or differences to total comparisons, e.g, measures of co-occurrence, are 
commonly used. These measures either use all four possible comparisons, or exclude the "0- 
0" matches. Within the context of RAPD data, the presence of an amplified product in both 
samples indicates a high level of sequence homology at this site (Williams et al., 1992). On 
the contrary, the presence and absence of a marker in each of two samples suggests 
sequence difference, but can be due to various levels of changes at the DNA level, ranging 
from cryptic base anomalies to gross insertions or deletions. The "0-0" matches indicate 
nothing of sequence homology because the simultaneous absence of an amplified fragment
from two samples can be due to a single base change common to both genotypes -  or the 
two sequences may be entirely different (Skroch et al., 1992). In various studies, the nature 
of the sample set (within species vs. among species) determines whether "0-0" matches are 
included in estimating genetic relationship. For instance, Debner et al. (1990) excluded "0- 
0" matches and used Jaccard’s (1908) estimator to describe relationships among Solatium 
species using RFLP markers. Kidwell et al. (1994) also excluded "0-0" matches and used 
Dice’s (1945) similarity coefficient in estimating molecular marker diversity among isogenic 
single-crosses in alfalfa. Nienhuis et al. (1994) included "0-0" matches only when close 
genome homology was inferred after screening >400 random primers among 10 snap bean 
genotypes. In analyzing molecular marker data, inclusion of "0-0" comparisons seems 
appropriate where only two alleles exist at a locus, one of which produces an amplified 
fragment and the other does not. Including "0-0" matches tend to inflate the measure of a 
relationship, especially if several alleles, some of which are rare, exist at a locus (Dudley,
1994). Once genetic relationships are established, various procedures are used to aid in data 
reduction and analysis.
Data reduction and clustering procedures. The estimation of genetic relationships 
among individuals in a sample set generates a pairwise similarity/dissimilarity matrix. This 
matrix is then subjected to various methods of data reduction that aid in interpretation and 
analysis. Two commonly used methods are principal components analysis (PCA) and 
multidimensional scaling (MDS). In PCA, samples are ordered based on coordinates 
obtained by the eigenvalue and eigenvector solutions of a symmetric matrix (Feoli, 1977). 
MDS also estimates the spatial coordinates from data of relationships among objects, but the 
number of dimensions is specified (Johnson and Wichem, 1992). The coordinates generated
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by PCA and MDS are usually plotted to graphically represent the spatial relationships 
among the samples.
Depending on the nature of the study, clustering procedures aid in data 
interpretation, and allow graphic analysis of genetic relatedness within a sample. Most 
studies of markers in breeding populations have used an unweighted paired group method 
using arithmetic averages (UPGMA) or Ward’s minimum variance method for clustering ( 
Dudley, 1994). These methods are generally appropriate if the samples are expected to fall 
into natural groupings (Romesburg, 1984).
'Analysis o f molecular variance.' After making fundamental assumptions about the 
nature of molecular marker data, Excoffier et al. (1992) devised an ’analysis of molecular 
variance’ (AMOVA) that estimates variance components and F-statistic analogs to analyze 
variability in human mitochondrial restriction data. Huff et al. (1993) adopted the procedure 
for RAPD marker data to study variation among populations of buffalo grass.
Molecular marker polymorphisms and phenotypic variability. In a review of the 
correlation of RFLP-generated distances and the pedigree of various breeding populations of 
crops, Dudley (1994) concludes that molecular marker-based distance measurements 
generally agree with pedigree data when there is a relatively wide range of pedigree 
relationships. However, when pedigrees are poorly defined, or if none of the lines within a 
set are closely related, molecular marker distances and pedigree information are poorly 
correlated. In potato, RFLPs that detected a 75% reduction of 25S ribosomal DNA did not 
phenotypically differentiate mutants vs. the wild types (Landsmann and Uhrig, 1985). Even 
in evolutionary studies, separate descent trees have been constructed based on DNA 
sequence changes and morphological variation (De Klerk, 1990). There is a consensus 
however that DNA-based markers will facilitate the detailed study of phenotypic evolution,
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beginning with a genetic map of the genes involved in phenotypic differences relative to 
molecular polymorphisms (Bachmann, 1992).
Reducing Variability in the Sweetpotato 
The accessibility of PCR-based arbitrary primer assays facilitates the incorporation 
of DNA based markers in sweetpotato breeding programs that are already in place. This 
allows tests for the presence of marker polymorphisms for various applications, foremost of 
which is assaying the presence of sweetpotato intra-clonal variation. If polymorphisms are 
detected, then markers should be used as tools in assessing variability within the crop. In 
addition, the effectiveness of in vitro-based techniques in reducing genetic variability can 
also be determined.
Theoretical considerations
Clonal variability and stability. Clonal crops are generally heterozygous and 
outstanding genotypes represent favorable heterotic combinations (Simmonds, 1979). These 
favorable heterotic combinations are determined at the zygotic stage and perpetuated through 
resulting asexual propagation (mitotic) duplications. Clones also exist in nature and 
vegetative multiplication is a major strategy for adaptation (Cook, 1983). In general, the 
ability of organisms to adapt requires that sufficient variability exist in the gene pool for 
adaptive change and survival of the species. In nature, a major hindrance of asexual lineages 
is the failure to acquire new genes other than through mutation (Mogie, 1992). The majority 
of asexually propagated species are polyploids and therefore have built in mechanisms to 
buffer potentially deleterious mutations. Thus, even before many clonally propagated plants 
were brought into cultivation, the majority of these plants had the potential to generate 
variability to adaptive change despite forced vegetative propagation.
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Although mutations and other mechanisms provide adaptive potential in asexual ly 
propagating plants, many of these changes are often deleterious. Cryptic mutations build up 
over time and alter the genotype of an organism. Muller (1964) theorized that at some point, 
a selection/mutation equilibrium is reached, and further increase in mutations will 
compromise the adaptive abilities of that organism. The effectiveness of this model in 
causing genetic deterioration depends upon the size of the genome (more loci to mutate) and 
the size of the population (Maynard-Smith, 1978). Muller proposed this "ratchet" 
mechanism for haploid organisms but it can work in polyploids as long as the mutations are 
expressed in the heterozygous condition (Leslie and Vrijenhoek, 1980). This mechanism 
provides a framework model for the effects of mutations in asexually propagated organisms. 
However, much of the supportive evidence is highly empirical and circumstantial in a few 
clonal plant species.
The basis o f intra-clonal variability. Sources of variability within a clone can be 
classified into: 1), genetic mutations, 2) chimeral rearrangements of pre-existing mutants, 3) 
epigenetic changes, and 4) systemic infection by pathogens (Kester, 1983). Somatic 
mutations arise at the cell level by changes in the chromosomes, plastids, or mitochondria 
(Fridlund, 1980). Epigenetic changes, i.e., variation in phenotypic expression that does not 
involve permanent changes in the genotype ( Meins and Binns, 1978; Meins and Binns,
1979), and viral and pathogenic infection do not represent alterations to the genome. In 
contrast, somatic genetic variants that usually occur as chimeras, i.e., mutant and wild-type 
cells occurring in combinations (Broertjes and Van Harten, 1988; Stewart, 1978), represent 
potential variability in the genomic constitution of a clone. These chimeras can contribute to 
intra-clonal variability if growing points used for propagation contain mutant and nonmutant 
tissue (Hartmann and Kester, 1983). Along with environmental effects, several factors
interact to determine the effect of a random mutation event on clonal phenotypic expression: 
prominence of the characters affected, the extent of the mutated ceils in the growing points, 
and the selection of growing points for propagation (Skirvin and Janick, 1976). The effect of 
the initial mutational event is not likely manifested until at least the next generation of 
propagation (Kester, 1983). Thus, random mutations that occur in the genome have the 
potential to be transmitted in a clonal lineage assuming that the propagation system allows 
fixation to occur.
The sweetpotato genome. Evidence indicates that the sweetpotato is a hexaploid 
(2n=6x=90) (King and Bamford, 1937) although a general agreement on its genomic 
evolution has yet to be achieved. A fundamental controversy centers on the precise origin of 
the genome, i.e., allopolyploidy (Ting and Kehr, 1953) vs. autopolyploidy (Nishiyama, 
1971). Besides the lack of consensus on genome constitution, cytological data show that 
meiotic abnormalities occur frequently, ranging from multivalent formation and evidence of 
translocations and deletions (Oracion et al., 1990; Magoon et al., 1970). Other cytological- 
related anomalies include various degrees of cross and self-incompatibilities (Martin, 1965, 
1968). Currently, there are no reports of transposable genetic element activity in the 
sweetpotato genome, although a transposon has been reported in Ipomoea nil (Inagaki, et 
al., 1994), a taxonomic relative of the sweetpotato. The genome size of the sweetpotato has 
been estimated to be within the range of 4.8 to 5.3 pg/2C nucleus in a sample of 
sweetpotato cultivars (Ozias-Akins and Jarret, 1994). In comparison, Nicotiana tabacum has 
been estimated at 9.67 pg/2C (Galbraith et al., 1983) whereas Zea mays were reported to be 
5.37 pg/2C (Michaelson et a l., 1991) and 5.99 (Galbraith et al., 1983).
Sweetpotato propagation is based on adventitious structures. In tropical production 
systems, the sweetpotato grows year-round in the field, and propagules are collected from
standing crops in a continuous planting procedure (Simmonds, 1976). In contrast, the 
sweetpotato is grown as an annual in the U.S. and in other subtropical production areas, 
where adventitious sprouts that arise from storage roots are used as propagules. Adventitious 
buds may develop in callus, wound periderm, the vascular cambium, or in anomalous 
cambia (Edmond and Ammerman, 1971; Esau, 1977; Fahn, 1982). Cells that arise 
adventitiously from somatic cells are prone to changes and modifications compared with the 
original plant (De Klerk, 1990). In contrast, pre-existing meristems, such as those found in 
sweetpotato nodes, provide strict control of DNA synthesis and mitosis that prevents DNA 
duplication resulting in somatic polyploidy and other irregularities (DeKlerk, 1990; Sree 
Ramulu, 1987). Thus, a propagation technique based on sweetpotato nodes should 
theoretically reduce variability in the sweetpotato.
In vitro-based approach in reducing sweetpotato clonal variability
Tissue culture technology holds promise in reducing variability associated with 
clonal propagation. This technology involves the aseptic culture of cells, tissues or organs on 
artificial media (Hwang, et al., 1983). Clonal integrity can be maintained when existing 
morphological structures, e.g., the axillary meristem, are induced to develop (Dodds, 1987).
Early studies investigated the optimum explant source and culture conditions for 
routine tissue culture operations in sweetpotato. Appropriate nutritional and hormonal 
requirements have been suggested for callus derived from storage tissues of sweetpotato, cv. 
Kobei no. 14 (Nakajima and Yamaguchi, 1968). The induction of callus cultures from leaf 
tissues is also reported (Bidney and Shepard, 1980). Other studies involved the recovery of 
intact plants from leaf explants (Sehgal, 1978), shoot tips (Litz and Conover, 1978), anthers 
(Sehgal, 1978; Tsay and Tseng, 1979) and tuberous root segments (Yamaguchi and 
Nakajima, 1973). However, no careful analysis of the nature of plantlet formation has been
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made (Hwang, et al., 1983). For purposes of propagation, it is essential that tissue culture 
conditions do not alter the phenotype and genotype of a particular cultivar (Dodds, 1987).
Phenotypic variation involving various tissue culture propagation systems in 
sweetpotato have been reported by Templeton-Somers and Collins (1986). Phenotypic 
variability in ’Jewel’ was compared among plants derived through nodal propagation, 
organogenesis, and foundation methods. In general, phenotypic variation observed among in 
vitro derived plants is less than that obtained from foundation methods. The authors also 
observed that the frequency of roots with skin color mutation differed significantly with the 
origin of ‘mother’ foundation roots.
Conclusion
Empirical and scientific evidence strongly suggests the presence of intra-clonal 
genotypic variability in the sweetpotato. Genetic similarity depends on the similarity of the 
nucleotide sequence at the molecular level. When these sequences are altered, genetic 
variability results. In the asexually propagated sweetpotato, the genotypic constitution of an 
individual is determined at the zygotic stage and theoretically should be maintained through 
further mitotic divisions. However, phenotypic changes are frequent, and for several decades 
somatic mutations formed the basis of cultivar releases prior to the 1960’s. Mutations 
continue to occur in the sweetpotato as evidenced by the considerable resources allocated by 
foundation programs in eliminating phenotypic offtypes. With the development of DNA- 
based assays that do not require prior sequence information or availability of probes, genetic 
markers can be efficiently integrated in sweetpotato breeding programs that are already in 
place. These markers can be used as tools in assessing genetic variability and for other 
purposes. For instance, the effect of propagation on sweetpotato variability can be assayed at 
the genomic level. Thus, if adventitiously-based (non-meristematic) propagation helps
systematically Fix random mutations that result in cultivar variability and decline, then a 
tissue culture technique that is based on preformed meristems (nodal) can theoretically 
reduce genetic variability.
CHAPTER 2
VARIATION IN RANDOMLY AMPLIFIED DNA 
MARKERS AND STORAGE ROOT YIELD 
IN SWEETPOTATO CV. JEWEL CLONES
This chapter has been accepted for publication by the Journal of the American Society for 
Horticultural Science on 16 March 1995.
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Introduction
Asexual propagation theoretically preserves genotypic identity and uniformity within 
a clonal cultivar. In the sweetpotato (Ipomoea batatas [L.] Lam), the zygotic stage 
determines a cultivar’s genotypic constitution; ensuing mitotic duplications perpetuate this 
unique genetic makeup. Adventitious sprouts derived from fleshy roots of sweetpotato are 
used for vegetative propagation, hence conservation of cultivar genetic identity is expected. 
However, phenotypic plasticity especially in quantitatively inherited traits is expected due to 
environmental effects. Several reports document the magnitude of environmental influence, 
expressed as genotype x environment interactions, in sweetpotato phenotypic expression 
(Huett, 1976; Collins e ta l., 1987; Kannua and Floyd, 1988; Ngeve and Bouwkamp, 1993). 
Nevertheless, the yield of a well-established sweetpotato cultivar can range from zero to 
several kilograms per plant. Slight differences in size and quality among sprouts or cuttings 
used in plantings cannot account for all of this observed variability (Hwang et al., 1983; 
Steinbauer e ta l., 1943). More importantly, visible qualitative variability such as root, skin, 
and flesh color changes are common. For instance, flesh color mutation rates in sweetpotato 
range between 1% and 18%, depending on the cultivar (Hernandez et al., 1964). In 
contrast, the estimated mutation rate in clonally- propagated potato (Solatium tuberosum) is 
one in 100,000 to 200,000 plants (Heiken, 1958). Consequently, sweetpotato foundation 
seed programs allocate substantial resources in maintaining the genetic uniformity of 
cultivars.
State foundation programs continue to maintain the genetic identity of sweetpotato 
cultivars using a visual selection procedure (Dangler, 1994). Individual plants or "hills” of 
roots most phenotypically representative of a given cultivar are selected from foundation 
fields, and used as initial source of propagation material for the following year. Although
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this selection method is subjective, such an approach eliminates most visible phenotypic 
variants and ensures predictable performance, even though empirical evidence indicates that 
overall cultivar productivity may decline over time. ’Centennial,’ a cultivar released in 1960 
by the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station has been grown annually in replicated 
plots since 19S8 at the Sweetpotato Research Station at Chase, Louisiana, and its yield has 
declined by 46% over a 35-year period (unpublished data). This evidence is circumstantial 
due to varied plot location and changes in environment and cultural practices over time, but 
it illustrates the potential loss that can occur in a highly productive cultivar that is 
intensively selected. Apparently and as expected, phenotypic selection does not detect all 
mutation events. This is evident by the continued appearance of off-types in foundation seed 
programs.
Although foundation seed providers have been in operation since the 1950s, the 
effectiveness of these programs in preserving the genetic constitution of specific cultivars has 
not been fully documented. Benchmark information is important for the following reasons:
1) assessing the efficiency of current maintenance procedures; and, 2) determining the need 
for more thorough investigation of genotypic variability within sweetpotato clones.
Genotypic uniformity within a clonal cultivar depends on nucleotide sequence similarity at 
the molecular level. In the absence of molecular sequence data, indirect measures of 
determining genotypic differences that reflect underlying base pair variability are used 
(Nienhuis, et al,, 1993). These include: restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
analysis; variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) fingerprinting; and, polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR)-based techniques. In this study, we investigated the usefulness of a PCR- 
based polymorphism assay using arbitrary primers (Welsh and McClelland, 1990; Williams 
et al., 1990) in the hexaploid sweetpotato. Our objectives included the following: assess the
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usefulness of arbitrary primers in detecting DNA polymorphisms within the ’Jewel’ 
sweetpotato clone, and conduct separate yield tests to determine the range of productivity in 
this cultivar. We chose ’Jewel’ since several foundation seed programs have maintained this 
cultivar for at least 10 years following its release by the North Carolina State University 
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1969.
Materials and Methods
Plant material. A sample of ’Jewel’ fleshy roots were obtained from each of the 
following foundation seed programs in eight states: Alabama (AL), California (CA),
Georgia (GA), Louisiana (LA), Mississippi (MS), North Carolina (NC), South Carolina 
(SC), and Virginia (VA). The roots were acquired in 1990 and bedded that same year. 
Sprouts arising from these roots were cut (15-20 cm) and planted to increase the number of 
fleshy roots from each foundation program. This phase was also undertaken to eliminate any 
environmentally-induced differences among clonal stocks. Only U.S. Hi grade roots (5.1 to 
8.9 cm in diameter and 7.6 to 22.9 cm in length) were saved for bedding the following 
spring (1991) and in all subsequent years. Only sprouts (transplants) of uniform length (15- 
20 cm) were used in field plantings.
Two sets of plant material were used in this study. The first sample set consisted of 
two virus-indexed, meristem-cultured plants of each clone source (n= 16). Plants were 
randomly collected from 1992 field beds, and transferred to a screenhouse for virus 
indexing. FAO/IBPGR guidelines were used for virus indexing (Moyer et al., 1989). This 
step eliminated the exopathogen Fusarium lateritium Nees:Fr., and any DNA-based virus or 
virus-like organism that might amplify and confound data analysis. The second sample set 
consisted of 10 clonal plants traceable to the original fleshy roots derived from each clone 
source (n=80), and were randomly collected from 1994 field beds.
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DNA extraction. Total DNA was isolated based on the method of Saghai-Maroof et 
al. (1984) as modified by Jarret and Austin (1994). Genomic DNA was extracted from = 2 
g of fresh leaf tissue from each plant. Leaf tissue was ground to a fine powder in liquid 
nitrogen. An isolation buffer (5ml/g fresh weight) (50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM EDTA 
pH 8.0, 0.35 mM sorbitol, 5% (PVP-40) polyvinylpyrolidone, 1% sodium bisulfite, and
0.2% of 2-mercaptoethanol) was added to the powder and centrifuged at 2000x g for 10 min 
at 4C. The supernatant and all loose debris were discarded. The pellet (crude nuclei) was 
resuspended in extraction buffer (5 ml/g fresh weight) (100 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 1.4 M 
NaCl, 20 mM EDTA, 2% hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, and 1% of 2- 
mercaptoethanol) followed by incubation in 60C for 30-60 min. An equal volume of 
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1, v/v) was used for extraction for 5 min with slow but 
constant inversion, and phases were separated by centrifugation at 5,000x g for 10 min at 
room temperature. The aqueous phase was removed and transferred to a new tube for DNA 
precipitation. About 2/3 volume of isopropanol was added, and the tube was inverted 
quickly several times until the DNA precipitated and then removed. DNA was dissolved in 
10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5., and 1 mM EDTA, and then quantified using a UV-VIS 
spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT).
Arbitrary primers and amplification conditions. DNA polymorphism analysis was 
conducted in two phases. The initial phase involved an assay of virus-free plants in the first 
sample set (n=16) using 40 decamer primers from kits A and F (Operon Technologies, 
Norwalk, CT). This phase was conducted in part to determine the subset of marker loci to 
be used for polymorphism tests in the second sample set (n=80). Primers used in the second 
sample set were chosen based on the ability to produce at least one putative polymorphic 
marker locus and reproducibility of amplification. Accordingly, a sample of 14 marker loci
produced by primers OPA-07 (5’GAAACGGGTG3’), OPA-09 (5’GGGTAACGCC3’), 
OPA-IO (5’GTGATCGCAG3’), and OPF-05 (5’CCGAATTCCC3’) was selected. These 
marker loci, scored between 1,018 and 298 base pairs (bp), represent approximately half of 
the total number of fragments produced by these arbitrary primers. DNA samples of 
’Beauregard' and 'Centennial' cultivars were included in the second sample set as control 
fragment patterns and for outgroup comparisons.
GeneAmp PCR Reagent Kits (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) 
were used in all reaction mixes. Reaction conditions were similar to those reported by 
Williams et al. (1990), except that we used 1.5 unit of Taq Stoffel fragment (Perkin-Elmer 
Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). PCR conditions consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 
8.2, 50 mM KC1, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.001% gelatin, 0.1 mM of each of dATP, dCTP, dTTP, 
dGTP, 0.2 uM primer, and 25 ng genomic DNA per 25 /d reaction volume. The reaction 
mixture was placed in a 0.5 ml plastic reaction tube and overlaid with 25 pi of mineral oil. 
DNA was amplified in a thermal cycler (Perkin-Elmer model 480, Norwalk, CT) 
programmed for 40 cycles of 1 min at 94C, 1 min at 35C, 2 min at 72C, followed by a 
final extension at 72C for 7 min, and then held at 4C until recovery. Amplified DNA 
fragments were resolved by electrophoresis (3 v/cm) for 4 hr in gels composed of 1.2 % 
agarose (BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) in Ix TAE buffer (0.04 M Tris-acetate and 0.001 M 
EDTA) in the presence of 0.5 pg/ml ethidium bromide, and photographed under UV light. 
The presence or absence of bands between 0.17 and 2 kb were scored from photographs. 
Nomenclature for marker loci represents the Operon Primer kit designation plus the 
estimated fragment size in base pairs (bp). A molecular weight marker (1 Kb DNA ladder, 
BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) was used in visually estimating fragment size.
Analysis o f amplified DNA fragments. Only fragments common in both sample sets 
were scored. This reduces background "noise" by possible pathogenic and viral infections of 
plants in the second sample set. Such introduced DNA sequences can result in amplification 
of artifacts (Newbury and Ford-Lloyd, 1993) that confound results and lead to erroneous 
interpretations. DNA extract from an infected sweetpotato sample plant can produce a 
unique amplified fragment not found in a pathogen-free DNA sample (unpublished data). 
Variability in both sample sets was expressed as percent polymorphism computed as the 
number of polymorphic markers over the total number of scored fragments. In addition, 
fragment data in the second sample set were treated as two-state qualitative data from which 
genetic similarity measurements were estimated. Band data were coded as one (presence of 
band) and zero (absence of band) and entered into a Numerical Taxonomy and Multivariate 
Analysis System (NTSYS-pc), version 1.8 (Applied Biostatistics, Setauket, NY). Analysis 
was done using SIMQUAL (Similarity for Qualitative Data) routine to generate Dice’s 
similarity coefficient. A triangular matrix of pairwise similarity values was generated. This 
matrix was subjected to a principal components analysis and a multidimensional scaling 
(MDSCALE) algorithm from the NTSYS-pc software package.
Yield comparisons. All yield tests used a randomized complete block design with 
eight blocks and guard rows of ’Jewel’ surrounding each planting. Twenty transplants per 
plot were placed 0.3 m apart within rows and 1.2 m between rows in Evangeline Parish in 
1991 and 1992, and at the Burden Research Plantation, Baton Rouge in 1992. These 
plantings were harvested after 100 and 128 days in Evangeline Parish, respectively, and 134 
days at Baton Rouge.
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Roots were graded and weighed into U.S. tt 1, canner (2.5 to 5.1 cm in diameter 
and 5.1 to 17.8 cm in length), and jumbo (larger than both groups but marketable). Data 
were subjected to an ANOVA, and residual analysis was conducted to determine normality 
of data and homogeneity of variances (SAS, 1987).
Results
Amplified DNA markers. In the first sample set (n=16), all primers generated 
fragments detected by gel electrophoresis following staining of gels with ethidium bromide. 
The size of the fragments ranged from 200 bp (A03) to 3,800 bp (A 12). Of these, 38 
primers produced a total of 110 scorable markers. The number of markers scored for each 
primer varied from one (A-17, A-20, A-10) to eight (A-01) with an average of 2.89 bands 
per primer. The majority of scored bands are in the smaller fragment range (0.2-1.0 kb), 
consistent with other reports concerning the use of Taq Stoffel fragment in arbitrarily-primed 
DNA amplification assays (Sobral and Honeycutt, 1993). This phenomenon is ascribed to 
the lower processivity of the Stoffel fragment compared with the native Taq enzyme (Erlich 
e ta l., 1991).
In the first sample set (n=16), 21 bands (19.1%) were present in some clones but 
absent in others and thus were scored as putative polymorphic markers (Table 1, Fig. la). 
The presence or absence of bands was scored at markers A07-570, A07-506, and A07-451 
(corresponding to approximately 570, 506, and 451bp, respectively); amplified fragments at 
A07-344 were scored as monomorphic bands (Fig. la). Similarly all bands at A08-451, 
A08-298, and A08-259 bp were scored as monomorphic bands (Fig. lb). Faint bands 
associated with both primers and other primers were not scored. Within the limits of 
visualization on ethidium bromide stained agarose gels, prior optimization experiments show 
that such bands, especially >2000 bp, were not consistently detected.
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Table 1. Survey of 21 putatively polymorphic arbitrarily-primed amplified DNA markers in 
eight sample sweetpotato 'Jewel* clones from the first sample set used in the study.’
DNA
marker*
Clone source'
AL CA GA LA MS NC SC VA
A03-298 + + + + + + — +
AO7-506 - — — + — - — _
AO7-570 + + + — - + + +
A07-451 + + + - + + + +
A09-634 + + + + + - + +
A 10-570 - — — + + + + +
A 12-298 + + + - + + + +
A 14-396 + + + + + + + —
A 15-259 + + + + - + + —
A 15-220 + + + + - + + —
A 17-890 + + + — + + + +
A 19-698 + - + — - — + —
F01-634 + + + + + - - +
FO5-506 + + + — + + + +
F06-762 — — — + + — + —
FO9-201 + + + + - + + —
FI 1-570 — — — + - — — —
F14-826 + — - — - — — —
F14-210 - + + + + + + +
F17-670 + + + + + - — +
FI 9-826 + + + + + — — +
*" +  " means presence of amplified product, means absence of amplified product 
Provisional marker designation represents Operon Primer kit designation plus the estimated 
fragment size in bp.
*AL=Alabama, CA=Califomia, GA=Georgia, LA= Louisiana, MS = Mississippi, 
NC=North Carolina, SC=South Carolina, VA=Virginia.
I(a) (b)
M AL CA GA LA MS NC SC VA 0 AL CA GA LA MS NC SC VA
1,018 bp^
506 bp^ 
396 bp^ 
298 bp»
Fig. 1. Ethidium bromide stained amplification products from genomic DNAs of sweetpotato ’Jewel’ clones obtained from eight sources 
using primers OPA-07 (GAAACGGGTG) (a) and OPA-08 (GTGACGTAGG) (b). Lane 0 is a control lane without any genomic DNA. 
Molecular weight marker (1 Kb DNA ladder, BRL) is shown in lane M. Putative polymorphisms scored in (a) (indicated by arrowheads) 
correspond to RAPD markers A07-506, A07-570, and A07-451.
N>
00
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Variability within and between clone groups was detected in the second sample set 
(n=80). Polymorphic marker loci ranged from 7.1% to 35.7% in five of eight groups of 
clones. AL DNA samples had zero polymorphic markers, GA had 7.1%, whereas MS and 
NC each had 14.3% polymorphism. CA, SC, and VA had 28.6%, 35.7%, and 21.4% 
polymorphic loci, respectively. LA was uniquely monomorphic within the clone group but 
differed as a unit by 14.3% from the majority of samples monomorphic for all marker loci.
Using fragment data from the second sample set, a 21 x 21 triangular matrix of 
similarity values was generated using the SIMQUAL=Dice option of NTSYS-pc (data not 
shown). The matrix of genetic similarity measures was subjected to principal components 
analysis and MDSCALE algorithm in NTSYS-pc. In principal component analysis, the first 
and second components accounted for at 79.4% and 7.8% of the variance, respectively. We 
present the results of the MDSCALE (number of dimensions in configuration space=3) 
analysis using the MOD3D graphing program in the NTSYS-pc software package (Fig. 2).
Plots of putative ’Jewel’ variants (shaded circles) are found in the hyperspace about 
the data point (solid circle) that represents the majority of samples monomorphic for marker 
loci (Fig. 2). This invariant data point can be interpreted as the putative ’Jewel’ DNA 
fragment "fingerprint" based on the sample marker loci. Two separate clusters are found in 
this hyperspace: one group includes CA11, MS3, MS7, NC6, SC6, and SCI 1; the other 
cluster includes CA3, SC2, SC5, SC10 and VA11. The LA (LAI-10) data point (solid 
circle) represents 10 samples that differentiated as a group from the ’Jewel’ "fingerprint.”
Storage root yield. A summary of mean root yield by grade within each location and 
year is presented in Table 2. In general, the ANOVA detected significant differences among 
yield grades within each environment. However, no first order interactions (location x clone
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VA4
SC10(LAI On) |SC5
VA11
MS9
SC2CA3
CA10
MS7 VA10
IC2CA11
SC11 (CA8n, MSSn, 
NC8n, SC5n, VABn, 
ALT On, GA10n)
!C 3
Fig 2. Three-dimensional graph of MDSCALE analysis for genetic similarity values of the 
second sample set. Multiple data points (solid circles) are defined by clone source 
abbreviation followed by a numeral + "n” suffix, indicating number of invariant samples. 
Designations representing multiple data points are enclosed in parentheses. Putative marker 
variants (shaded circles) are identified by clone source followed by provisional numerical 
assignment. AL=Alabama, CA=California, GA=Georgia, LA= Louisiana,
MS= Mississippi, NC=North Carolina, SC=South Carolina, VA=Virginia. BEAU 
(Beauregard) and CEN (Centennial) were entered as control fragment patterns and for 
outgroup comparison.
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Table 2. Marketable yields in 3 locations of ’Jewel’ clones obtained from eight foundation 
seed programs.
Yield (t»ha'1)y
Clone source*, 
location, and 
year of trial
US 01 Canner Jumbo TMY*
Evangeline, 1991
NC 11.4 6.9 0.0 18.3
MS 9.9 6.2 0.0 16.2
SC 8.0 6.9 0.0 14.9
LA 9.6 5.1 0.0 14.7
VA 8.4 5.5 0.0 13.9
CA 9.2 4.1 0.0 13.3
GA 8.2 4.9 0.0 13.1
AL 6.1 5.8 0.0 11.9
LSD (5%) 4.3 2.2 0.0 5.2
Evangeline, 1992
LA 25.7 8.9 5.5 40.2
CA 25.3 9.2 2.3 36.8
VA 22.9 8.8 2.9 34.7
AL 22.9 9.5 1.5 33.9
NC 22.6 9.5 1.6 33.8
MS 22.4 7.9 2.0 32.4
GA 21.4 8.6 0.3 30.3
SC 18.5 10.7 0.9 30.2
LSD (5%) 4.3 2.6 5.7 5.7
Burden, 1992
MS 16.2 8.3 1.6 26.2
SC 15.3 8.1 0.5 24.8
AL 13.6 8.1 0.4 22.0
LA 14.6 7.4 0.0 22.0
CA 12.2 8.9 0.5 21.7
NC 12.1 7.8 0.6 20.4
VA 11.7 6.7 0.7 19.0
GA 13.0 5.8 0.1 18.9
LSD (5%) 4.5 1.9 1.3 4.3
*AL=Alabama, CA=California, GA=Georgia, LA=Louisiana, MS= Mississippi, NC=North 
Carolina, SC= South Carolina, VA=Virginia.
yU.S. 01 (5.1-8.9 cm diameter; 7.6-22.9 cm long), canner (2.5-5.1 cm diameter; 5.1-17.8 cm 
long), jumbo (larger vs. others, but marketable)
"Total marketable yield.
Mean separation in columns by LSD, P 2: 0.05.
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source, year x clone source) were observed. The highest and lowest yielders in all grades 
are significantly different within each year and location except canners in the 1992 
Evangeline Parish plot. Variation in yield of the U.S. No. 1 grade ranged from 27% in 
Burden to 45% in Evangeline. Similarly, total marketable yield varied by 24% in the 1992 
Evangeline plot to 34% in the 1991 Evangeline Parish experiment.
Discussion
Polymorphic molecular markers. We have shown the suitability of arbitrary primers 
in detecting DNA polymorphisms in ’Jewel’ clones using a small sample size (n=16) with 
40 primers, and a relatively large sample size (n=80) with four selected primers. Increasing 
marker loci in the second sample set will expand coverage of the genome and conceivably 
detect additional polymorphisms. Arbitrary primers have been shown to randomly sample 
the whole genome, including high- and middle-repetitive sequences, and single copy DNA 
(Williams et al., 1990). However, the dominant nature of the markers potentially limits the 
amount of information from polymorphism analysis using such primers, i.e., inability to 
distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous loci. In addition, some fragments of 
similar molecular weight do not necessarily contain homologous DNA segments (Smith et 
al., 1994). Thus a single amplification product can occasionally represent two or more loci,
i.e., smaller fragments that comigrate. Furthermore, multiple genome copies inherent in the 
hexaploid (2n=6x=90) sweetpotato potentially underestimate actual variability due to the 
technical limitations of scoring polymorphisms based on differential band intensity on 
agarose gels.
For our purposes, the use of arbitrary primers in detecting intra-clonal 
polymorphisms has yielded promising results, especially in the context of earlier reports on 
clonal phenotypic variability. Molecular markers provide estimates of genomic variability
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that are independent of confounding environmental effects and should be incorporated as 
tools in thoroughly assessing the nature of variability in the sweetpotato. However, the 
magnitude of molecular polymorphisms do not necessarily reflect the degree of phenotypic 
variability. For instance, RFLP’s that detected a 75% reduction of 25S ribosomal DNA did 
not phenotypically differentiate mutants vs. wild type potato plants (Landsmann and Uhrig,
1985). Nevertheless, some RFLP markers were unambiguously correlated with mutated 
chloroplasts in albino cereal plants regenerated from tissue culture (Day and Ellis, 1985). By 
efficiently screening primers in segregating plant populations, molecular markers can be 
linked with qualitatively and quantitatively inherited economically important phenotypes. For 
example, bulk segregant analysis has been used to link RAPD markers with disease 
resistance in lettuce (Michelmore, et at., 1991). Furthermore, quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
analysis with arbitrarily-primed markers is theoretically possible once RAPD-based linkage 
maps are established (Yu, et at., 1993). For instance, arbitrary primers detected sufficient 
polymorphisms in a segregating population of a wild polyploid relative of sugarcane, 
allowing the placement of markers in linkage groups (Sobral and Honeycutt, 1993).
The MOD3D graph of the MDSCALE analysis identified at least two clusters of 
putative ’Jewel’ genetic marker variants (Fig.2). Each of these clusters suggest similarity of 
either variant priming sites or altered intervening segments that are flanked by invariant 
priming sites. Such sequences can represent repetitive segments or conserved, but highly 
buffered loci in the sweetpotato hexaploid genome. On the other hand, LA samples 
differentiated as a whole by two marker loci from the putative ’Jewel’ "fingerprint." These 
variant sequences unique to LA could have been fixed by chance, a tenable situation when 
seed population size is small. The other data points within the hyperspace (CA10, GA9, 
MS9, NC2, VA4) may represent random changes within the genome detected by primers.
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’Centennial' and ’Beauregard’ were included in the analysis for outgroup comparisons. 
’Centennial’ is the paternal parent of ’Jewel’ (Nugget x Centennial = Jewel). An 
Unweighted Pair-Group Method with Arithmetic Averages (UPGMA) clustering of the Dice 
similarity values (NTSYS-pc) includes the ’Centennial’ and all ’Jewel’ samples as expected 
in a separate group from ’Beauregard’ (data not shown).
Genetic variability within a clone alter favorable genetic combinations and contribute 
to cultivar decline in the highly heterozygous sweetpotato. Reduction of productivity in 
clones has been generally referred to as clonal degeneration in other crops (Simmonds,
1979), but more specifically as cultivar running-out in sweetpotato (Miller e ta l., 1959). 
Virus infection has also been identified as a factor in plant clonal degeneration (Richards,
1986). Specifically, Gooding (1964) cites virus as the cause of yield decline in a West Indian 
sweetpotato population. At the same time, Muller (1964) proposed that species without a 
sexual phase are not only impeded in evolution but also subject to "genetic deterioration."
He proposed a ratchet mechanism where mutational toad can only increase compared with 
existing levels. This ratchet mechanism was suggested for haploid sexual organisms, but can 
also apply to diploid and polyploid organisms as long as these mutations are expressed in the 
heterozygous condition (Leslie and Vrijehoek, 1980).
The net effect of ’Muller’s ratchet’ in causing deterioration is a function of genome 
(more loci to mutate) and population size (Maynard-Smith, 1978). The polyploid nature 
(2n=6x=90) of the sweetpotato can contribute to the unusually high rates of visible 
mutation in the crop. If a constant number of random mutations occur per generation in a 
haploid genome, then a triploid will experience three mutations for every two experienced 
by a diploid (Mogie, 1992). Thus, in the hexaploid sweetpotato, six mutation sites are 
theoretically possible compared to two in a diploid counterpart. At some point, the extra
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genome dosage may not sufficiently buffer additional deleterious mutations and also the 
complex interactions among mutant sites, wild type alleles, and the prevailing environment. 
This is synonymous to attaining a "mutation/selection equilibrium" in Muller’s 
ratchet mechanism before mutational load increase. Presuming the ratchet mechanism 
operates, and assuming all deleterious mutations are expressed, then cultivar decline 
becomes a function of time.
The mode of propagation can also contribute to the crop’s predisposition to genetic 
variability. In tropical propagation systems, the sweetpotato is virtually a perennial, where 
stem cuttings are collected from standing crops in a continuous planting procedure 
(Simmonds, 1976). In contrast, the crop is grown as an annual in the U.S. and in other 
subtropical production areas. In these areas, the sweetpotato sprout is the unit of 
propagation. These sprouts are derived from adventitious buds on storage roots.
Adventitious buds may develop in callus, wound periderm, the vascular cambium or in 
anomalous cambia (Edmond and Ammerman, 1971; Fahn, 1982). Adventitious bud 
production, particularly from callus or anomalous cambia, originate from previously non- 
meristematic cells. This non-meristematic origin can contribute to systematic variability in 
subsequent generations. For example, in vitro cultures established from non-meristematic 
tissue in other plant species have a higher rate of variation than cultures from organized 
tissues (meristems) (D’Amato, 1985). Gould (1984) identified differences in the duration of 
various phases of cell cycles in meristematic and non-meristematic dividing cells in tissue 
cultures of various plants. Such disturbances cause delay in DNA replication in 
heterochromatic regions and result in genetic variation (Lee and Phillips, 1988). Assuming 
absence of strictly regulated cell cycles, each round of sweetpotato clonal multiplication
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potentially introduces subtle variability that may accumulate over time. Hence, certain 
aspects of the sweetpotato propagation system may resemble somaclonal variation observed 
in in vitro systems.
Variation in yield. Differences in yield measurements suggest the range of mean 
productivity among clones. The absence of first order interactions for yield data suggests 
that the change of mean rankings across environments was not significant, and the 
differential response among genotypes, without rank change across environments, was also 
not significant. If root samples are accurate representations of each foundation program, 
then data can be taken to reflect the range of cultivar yield variability among clone sources 
(27% to 46%) across the sample environments. The differences in mean performance among 
clonal classes can be attributed to the following factors that act singly or jointly: 1) random 
and systematic fixation of deleterious and beneficial mutations; 2) interaction between the 
environment and mutant and wild type alleles; and 3) temporal and spatial variation in size 
of the source foundation seed populations.
Conclusions. At the phenotypic and genotypic level, our results suggest inherent 
variability still exist within clonal samples despite elimination of off-types in the source 
population. Many of these changes appear to be associated with the polyploid genome, and 
compounded by the nature of the adventitiously-based sweetpotato propagation system. We 
are currently assessing genetic marker uniformity of seed maintained through nodal culture 
(meristematic tissue origin) versus the conventional method of maintaining sweetpotato seed 
(adventitious origin). If propagation system plays an important role in sweetpotato clonal 
variability, then incorporating a method based on preexisting meristematic tissue may reduce 
inherent genomic variability within foundation seed programs.
CHAPTER 3
GENETIC VARIATION AMONG SWEETPOTATOES 
PROPAGATED THROUGH NODAL AND ADVENTITIOUS SPROUTS
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Introduction
Vegetative propagation theoretically insures genetic fidelity within a sweetpotato 
cultivar. In this clonally propagated crop, adventitious sprouts that arise from storage roots 
are used as propagules. Despite vegetative propagation, variability occurs at the phenotypic 
level. Genotype x environmental interactions contribute to this variability, wherein 
environmental factors differentially affect genotypic expression of quantitative traits (Ngeve, 
1991; Kannua and Floyd, 1988; Collins e ta l., 1987). Even rigorously selected materials in 
foundation seed programs continue to exhibit qualitative changes like root skin and flesh 
color anomalies (Sloan, 1994). Confounding effects arise due to phenotypic plasticity, e.g., 
several types of leaves occurring on individuals of most species (Yen, 1974) and variable 
root yield among hills within a location (Steinbauer et al., 1943).
The possible influence of propagation method on sweetpotato phenotypic uniformity 
has previously been investigated. Sweetpotato storage root yields were compared between 
adventitiously derived plants versus propagules obtained through vine cuttings (nodal) 
(Huett,1982), the latter being the traditional propagation method in tropical production 
systems where plants grow in the field throughout the year. The yield differences between 
propagation methods varied from year to year and this variability was attributed to external 
factors such as nonuniform sprout size that confounded observed variability. Similarly, 
phenotypic variability was assessed among in vitro- derived nodal plants and adventitiously- 
derived clonal plants (Templeton-Sommers and Collins, 1986). They observed that in vitro- 
derived plants were significantly more phenotypically uniform and had decreased root skin 
and flesh color mutations than adventitiously derived plants. The latter study clearly 
indicates that propagation method influences phenotypic variability but other factors like
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environmental effects and epigenetic changes cannot be discounted in these phenotypically- 
based measurements.
The sweetpotato’s adventitious buds can arise from callus, wound periderm, vascular 
cambium, or anomalous cambium (Edmond and Ammerman, 1971; Esau, 1977; Fahn,
1982). Cells that arise adventitiously from somatic cells are prone to changes and 
modifications relative to the original plant (De Klerk, 1990). In contrast, preexisting 
meristems, e.g., sweetpotato nodes, provide strict control of DNA synthesis and mitosis that 
prevents DNA duplication resulting in somatic polyploidy and other irregularities (Sree 
Ramulu, 1987). Thus, a propagation method that incorporates nodal sections can 
theoretically reduce genetic variability.
The primary objective of this study was to assess the extent of genomic stability 
among sweetpotato plants obtained from nodal and adventitious sprouts. Molecular markers, 
such as those generated through the use of arbitrary primers (RAPD/AP-PCR; Welsh and 
McClelland, 1990; Williams et al., 1990), provide tests of genetic uniformity that are 
independent of the confounding effects of the environment.
Materials and Methods
Plant material. ’Jewel,’ ’Sumor,’ and L87-95 storage roots were used as starting 
materials. One sprout from a bedded root of each genotype served as source of nodal 
explant for culture on basal MS medium (Murashige and Skoog, 1962). The remaining 
portion of each sprout was grown in the greenhouse and eventually transplanted to field beds 
in 1991. Thereafter, the latter material was subjected to additional cycles (one 
cycle= planting -*■ root harvest -* sprout production) of conventional adventitiously-based 
propagation based on sprouts that arise from storage roots. Seven propagation cycles were 
achieved by alternating field culture with a greenhouse culture phase over the winter. All
U.S. #1 grade storage roots were retained per genotype per cycle. On the other hand, the in 
vitro materials were serially subcultured seven times on basal MS medium to approximate 
the generation time for adventitious materials. With each subculture, approximately 5-7 mm 
long stem sections containing a single node were initiated on culture medium. At least 50 
plants were retained per genotype with each subculture. Prior to field plantings, all in vitro 
materials were moved to the greenhouse for hardening. In 1994, all plant materials were 
simultaneously grown in field beds. Following eight weeks of growth, leaves were sampled 
from 10-20 random plants of each genotype-propagation treatment. The leaves were freeze- 
dried and stored at -80C prior to DNA extraction. In this study, ’Jewel,’ ’Sumor,’ and L87- 
95 adventitious materials are arbitrarily designated by JF, SF, and 95F, followed by the 
provisional sample number. Likewise, nodally-propagated materials are designated JT, ST, 
and 95T, also followed by provisional sample number.
DNA extraction. The procedure for genomic DNA extraction is similar to the 
method described in Chapter 2, except that ® .3 g of freeze-dried leaf tissue was used from 
each sample plant.
Arbitrary primers and amplification conditions. Forty decamer oligonucleotide 
primers from kits A and F (Operon Technologies, Norwalk, CT) were evaluated for 
suitability of amplification in prior studies. Fifteen primers were selected in the final study 
(OPA-01, OPA-07, OPA-09, OPA-10, OPA-11, OPA-15, OPA-19, OPF-01, OPF-05, OPF- 
06, OPF-08, OPF-12, OPF-14, OPF-16, OPF-17). These primers were selected based on 
the ability to produce at least one putative polymorphic marker locus and reproducibility of 
the marker fragments. Genomic DNA of ten sample plants randomly selected from each 
genotype-propagation combination (n=60) were used in the arbitrarily-primed amplification 
assays. The PCR conditions are similar to the methods described in Chapter 2.
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Analysis o f amplified fragments. After excluding markers that were monomorphic for 
the entire data set, a vector of molecular marker phenotype was established for each 
individual. Variability was expressed as percent polymorphism computed as the number of 
polymorphic markers over the total number of scored fragments. In addition, fragment data 
was treated as two-state qualitative data from which pairwise genetic similarity/ dissimilarity 
measurements were estimated. For genetic similarity estimates, band data were coded as one 
(presence of band) and zero (absence of band) and entered into a Numerical Taxonomy and 
Multivariate Analysis System (NTSYS-pc), version 1.8 (Applied Biostatistics, Setauket,
NY). Genetic similarity was estimated using Similarity for Qualitative Data 
(SIMQUAL=Dice option) to generate Dice’s similarity coefficient (NTSYS-pc). A 
triangular matrix of similarity values was generated and subjected to principal components 
analysis and multidimensional scaling (MDSCALE) algorithm (NTSYS-pc). On the other 
hand, genetic distance was estimated using the Euclidean metric of Excoffier et al. (1992) 
defined here as:
where 2niy is the number of markers shared by two individuals, and n is the total number of 
polymorphic sites. This measure amounts to a tally of band differences between individuals 
(Huff et al., 1993) and creates a pairwise genetic distance matrix among all samples. This 
matrix was subjected to the Analysis of Molecular Variance (WINAMOVA 1.53, Excoffier 
1993; Huff et al., 1993; Excoffier et al., 1992) to estimate variance components attributed 
to genotypic and within-genotype (propagation) effects. The AMOVA converts the intra- 
individual distance matrix into an equivalent analysis of variance. A classic variance-
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components extraction yields the variance components of interest. Significance level for 
variance components estimates are computed through non-parametric permutational 
procedures (Huff et al., 1993).
Results
Marker Profile. The sample of 15 random sequence oligonucleotide primers 
generated 64 scorable amplified fragments among the sample set (n=6Q) with an average of 
3.87 bands per primer. Of the 64 marker loci, 29 were scored as putatively polymorphic 
markers (Table 3, Figure 3). The number of loci scored for each primer, assuming that each 
amplified product was from a unique locus, varied from one (A01, A09, F01, F-12, F-I4, 
F-17) to three (A-07, A-10, F-08, F-16) with an average of 1.87 per primer. Across the 
entire sample set, 19 marker loci were associated with putative fixed genotypic differences 
that were diagnostic to genotype classes, 17 of which were also putatively polymorphic 
within genotypes, while two were monomorphic within genotypic groups. The remaining 
nine marker loci represented fragments that were shared by all genomic samples. All nine 
(14.1%) loci were polymorphic within adventitiously derived plants whereas only three 
(4.7%) were polymorphic within the nodally derived plants.
In general, there was comparatively greater genomic uniformity (fewer marker 
polymorphisms) within the nodally derived materials. Among the nodally-derived lineages, 
putative polymorphisms were 3.1%, 0.0%, and 1.6% for JT, ST, and 95T, respectively. In 
contrast, putative polymorphisms within adventitiously derived JF, SF, and 95F plants were 
4.7%, 14.1%, and 31.3%, respectively. At the fourth generation, a white root skin and 
flesh color mutation was detected among the Jewel adventitious materials. The phenotypic 
mutant was included in the MDSCALE analysis for comparative purposes but was excluded 
in the ’analysis of molecular variance’ so as not to skew the results.
Table 3. Attributes of IS oligonucleotide primers used for generating arbitrarily-primed markers among sweetpotato 
samples that represent three genotypes propagated through adventitious and nodal methods.
Nucleotide Number Number of putative polymorphisms*
Primer sequence of
putative Among
Within genotypes/ among 
propagation1
S' to 3' polymorphic
markers
genotypes’ Jewel
F T
Sumor 
F T
L87-95 
F T
OPA-Ol CAGGCCCTTC 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
OPA-07 GAAACGGGTG 3 2 0 0 0 0 3 0
OPA-09 GGGTAACGCC 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
QPA-10 GTGATCGCAG 3 1 0 0 1 0 3 0
OPA-ll CAATCGCCGT 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0
OPA-1S TTCCGAACCC 2 1 0 0 2 0 1 0
OPA-19 CAAACGTCGG 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
OPF-Ol ACGGATCCTG 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
OPF-05 CCGAATTCCC 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
OPF-06 GGGAATTCGG 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
OPF-08 GGGATATCGG 3 2 2 1 1 0 2 0
OPF-12 ACGGTACCAG 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
OPF-14 TGCTGCAGGT 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
OPF-16 GGAGTACTGG 3 2 0 0 1 0 2 0
OPF-L7 AACCCGGGAA 1 1 0 0 U 0 0 0
Total 29 19 3 2 
(4.7%) (3.1%)
9
(14.1%)
0
(0.0)
20
(31.3%)
1
(1.6%)
‘Values in parentheses estimate extent of polymorphism computed as the number of putative polymorphic loci divided 
by the total number of fragments scored (64). F=adventitious, T=nodal.
yScored marker loci that are diagnostic to genotypic class and exclude fragments that are shared across samples.
Tnclude scored amplified fragments that are shared by all samples as well as marker loci that are diagnostic to genotypic class.
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1018 bp*
3
298 bp*
Fig. 3. Ethidium bromide stained amplification products from genomic DNA of 10 
sweetpotato L87-95 adventitiously-derived clones using primer OPF-05. Molecular weight 
marker (1 Kb DNA ladder, BRL, Gaithesburg, MD) is shown in lane M. Putative 
polymorphic markers are indicated by left-facing arrowheads.
Genetic similarity. The 60 x 60 matrix of genetic similarity measures (data not 
shown) was subjected to common principal component analysis as well as multidimensional 
scaling (MDSCALE; NTSYS-pc, 1993). The first and second principal components 
accounted for 75% and 8% of the variance, respectively. MDSCALE is related to principal 
components analysis, but fits an appropriate model in the fewest dimensions possible. The 
principal coordinate scatter plots for the MDSCALE analysis (number of dimensions in 
configuration space=2) is presented using the MXPLOT graphing program in the NTSYS- 
pc software package (Fig. 4). The data set was analyzed with and without the mutant Jewel 
(Jmu) adventitious sample. In both analyses, the three genotypes were differentiated, along 
with the putatively variant samples. The MDSCALE analysis that includes ’Jmu’ is 
presented.
The MDSCALE plot shows a clear separation between the genotypes ’Jewel,’ 
’Sumor,’ and L87-95. The plot also shows the distribution of the putative polymorphic 
phenotypes: JF7, JF9, JT10, 95F6, 95F7, 95F8, 95T7 , 95T10, SF6, and Jmu.
Propagation effects. The 60 x 60 matrix of Euclidean distances was entered into the 
AMOVA 1.53 program and variance components were estimated. The majority of the total 
genetic variability (putative marker polymorphisms) was attributed to genotypic effects 
(88.7%, p <0.001) (Table 4). However, the ’within genotype’ component (propagation 
effects) accounted for 11.4% of the total variability (p=0.003). In addition to 
differentiating the genotypes, the markers identified 11 samples that were putative variants 
relative to the majority of marker phenotypes that characterized the respective genotypic 
classes. Among the samples that were putatively variant for the marker phenotypes, seven
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Fig. 4. Plot of first and second dimensions of MDSCALE analysis of the genetic similarity 
matrix of 60 samples representing three sweetpotato genotypes propagated through 
adventitious and nodal methods. Designation for data points is defined by genotype followed 
by provisional sample serial number. JF=Jewel, adventitious; SF=Sumor, adventitious; 
95F=L87-95 adventitious; JT=Jewel, nodal; ST=Sumor, nodal; and, 95T=L87-95 nodal. 
Solid figures (■, *, • )  represent multiple data points corresponding to the majority of 
samples with monomorphic fragment patterns. Jmu=Jewel white root skin and flesh color 
mutation detected at generation four.
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Table 4. Analysis of molecular variance (Excoffier, 1993) using 29 arbitrarily-primed 
molecular markers for 60 sweetpotato samples representing three genotypes and two 
propagation methods.
Source of 
Variation
df SSD* MSD* Variance
component
% TotaP P-value1
Among genotypes 2 225.85 112.93 5.61 88.70% <0.001
Within genotypes/ 57 40.75 0.72 0.72 11.30% 0.003
Among propagation
"Sums of squared deviations.
‘Mean squared deviations.
''Percent of total (6.326).
'Probability of obtaining a more extreme component estimate by chance alone.
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(23%) were from adventitiously-derived materials whereas four (13.3%) came from nodal 
plants. Putative polymorphisms were detected only among Jewel and L87-95 lineages that 
were nodally propagated; none were detected among Sumor nodal samples.
Discussion
Arbitrarily-primed molecular markers. The sample of random primers generated 
sufficient marker loci that unambiguously differentiated the genotypes as well as putative 
variant marker phenotypes among the samples used in this study. The genotypic effect 
accounted for a significantly large variance component estimate (p <0.001) that reflects the 
genotypic differences between cultivars. Despite the relatively large genotypic variability, 
the AMOVA procedure detected a comparatively smaller ’within genotype’ (propagation) 
effect (p=0.003). As all clones within each genotype are traceable to a single sprout, this 
within genotype variability (putative marker polymorphisms ) can only be attributed to 
propagation effects.
Molecular marker data provides an assay of genomic uniformity that is generally 
independent of the confounding effects of the environment. However, the magnitude of 
molecular polymorphisms do not necessarily reflect the degree of phenotypic variability (De 
Klerk, 1990). Except for the fleshy root skin and flesh color mutation that arose in the 
fourth-generation ’Jewel’ adventitious materials, other highly visible phenotypic changes 
were absent among roots or vine traits. On occasion, molecular markers can be directly 
correlated to phenotypic variability. For instance, RFLP’s (restriction fragment length 
polymorphisms) were associated with mutated chloroplasts in albino potato plants 
regenerated from tissue culture (Day and Ellis 1985). In contrast, even a 75% reduction of 
25S ribosomal DNA does not phenotypically differentiate the mutants vs. wild type plants. 
Moreover, in phylogenetic studies, descent trees based on molecular data do not necessarily
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correlate with morphological data (De Klerk, 1990). Molecular markers can only be directly 
correlated with qualitatively- and quantitatively-inherited traits through analysis of 
polymorphisms in plant populations segregating for a phenotypic trait of interest.
Arbitrarily-primed markers sample the whole genome, ranging from conserved, 
functionally important sequences, to middle-, and highly-repetitive sequences (Williams et 
al., 1990). In plants, highly repetitive sequences range from 25% (Leutwiler et al., 1986) to 
80% (Flavell, 1985) of the total genomic content. In this study, it is conceivable that many 
of the primers detected sequence changes and gross chromosomal mutations associated with 
middle- and highly-repetitive sequences. While the precise functional significance of the 
repetitive sequences is still unclear, it is generally agreed that these redundant sequences are 
mainly responsible for the wide variation of genome size among higher plants (Bennett et. 
al., 1982). Moreover, repetitive DNA sequences associated with centromeres, telomeres, 
constitutively heterochromatic regions, and nucleolar organizing regions in mammalian cells 
appear to provide a structural framework for nuclear events that include gene transcription 
and silencing (Haaf and Schmid, 1991). Thus, evidence indicates that many repetitive gene 
sequences are not merely ‘selfish’ or ‘junk’ sequences and can have direct effects at the 
phenotypic level. Somatic cell changes involving repetitive sequences as well as highly- 
conserved base sequences that have direct functional significance can be can be fixed 
through random drift especially in small populations in the asexually-propagated 
sweetpotato.
Nodal culture reduces genomic variability in the sweetpotato. Our results support the 
premise that preformed meristematic cells, such as those found in sweetpotato nodes, give 
rise to plants that are more genetically stable (Potter and Jones, 1991). Meristematic tissues 
provide strict control of cell division processes and minimize, but do not preclude, risks of
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genomic changes such as DNA duplication that leads to somatic polyploidy and other 
irregularities (Sree Ramulu, 1986). Relative to the majority of samples monomorphic for the 
marker loci, the genetic variation (putative marker polymorphisms) observed among the 
nodally-propagated materials could represent spontaneous genomic mutations that occur 
regardless of propagation method. Polyploidy is generally associated with increased mutation 
rates (Mogie, 1992) and genetic changes, e.g., chimeras, can be transmitted in the clonal 
lineage especially if these variants occur in growing points (Hartmann and Kester, 1983).
Conclusions. Based on these results, nodal in vitro procedures reduce genomic 
variability that is associated with adventitious propagation. The incorporation of nodal 
culture procedures in existing foundation seed programs can reduce genomic changes 
through the inclusion of preformed meristematic regions. This propagation process will 
result in more genomically uniform clones that will conceivably lead to fewer qualitative 
mutations as well as quantitative variability at the phenotypic level. The nodal culture phase 
can be integrated as a step where foundation seed are initially maintained in culture and 
serve as source of propagating material for each cycle of propagation. The in vitro step does 
not guarantee genomic purity, but can minimize inherent genomic variability.
CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS
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The presence of intra-clonal genomic variability was investigated in the clonally 
propagated sweetpotato. Prior phenotypically-based empirical and scientific evidence 
suggests an inherent genomic variability based on the continued appearance of offtypes 
despite elimination of phenotypic variants and the decline of cultivars over time. A PCR- 
based polymorphism assay using arbitrary primers generated DNA-based markers used in 
detecting genomic variability in sweetpotato clones. ’Jewel* sweetpotato foundation seed 
obtained from several foundation programs were used to provide benchmark information on 
the ability of phenotypically-based selection maintenance procedures to maintain genotypic 
purity in foundation seed programs. Toward reducing intra-clonal genetic variability in the 
sweetpotato, a comparison was made between the conventional propagation method, i.e., 
adventitiously-based (nonmeristematic origins), and a nodally-based (meristematic origin) 
method to determine the influence of propagation on sweetpotato genetic uniformity.
Genomic changes (putative polymorphisms) were detected among ’Jewel’ foundation 
seed obtained from several state sweetpotato foundation programs (Chapter 2). 
Polymorphisms were detected within and between clonal stocks obtained from different 
foundation programs. These changes suggest that despite phenotypic selection of offtypes, 
genomic changes persist. Such changes can be attributed to the combined effects of the 
mutation-prone polyploid genome and a propagation system that allows chance fixation of 
somatic mutants. This genomic variability also provides evidence for an underlying genetic 
cause in sweetpotato intra-clonal phenotypic variability.
The possible role of propagation on sweetpotato genomic uniformity was also 
investigated (Chapter 3). Putative polymorphisms were comparatively greater among 
conventional adventitiously-propagated materials compared to clones obtained through 
nodally-based propagation. This indicates that propagation based on pre-existing
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meristematic cells can reduce genomic variability in the sweetpotato and suggests that 
propagation method play a significant role in maintaining sweetpotato genetic uniformity.
These experimental results suggest that arbitrary primers detected intra-clonal 
genomic variability (putative marker polymorphisms) in the sweetpotato. These 
polymorphisms represent random nucleotide sequence changes or chromosomal anomalies in 
the genome detected by a PCR-based assay using arbitrary primers of 10 nucleotides in 
length. The molecular markers generated by these primers can be associated with high- and 
medium-repetitive and functionally important conserved regions of the sweetpotato genome. 
These polymorphisms represent changes in the cultivar’s original highly productive 
genotype, established during the zygotic stage of the precursor cell that initiated the clonal 
lineage, and perpetuated through several cycles of somatic
(mitotic) divisions. Once changes occur in the genotype, the highly heterotic combinations in 
the heterozygous sweetpotato are altered, resulting in genotypic instability and consequently 
cultivar decline.
The present experiments lay a foundation for future work that: 1) incorporates the 
highly-accessible arbitrarily-primed, PCR-based polymorphism assay for generating DNA- 
based markers in sweetpotato breeding and genetics research, 2) investigates the nature of 
the hypervariable loci in the sweetpotato, including the possible involvement of transposable 
genetic elements, and 3) integrates nodally-based germplasm management approaches to 
current foundation seed program procedures.
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Appendix A 
Preliminary Experiments
Unless otherwise stated, all materials and methods related to DNA extraction and 
quantification are based on the procedures outlined by Sambrook, Fritsch, and Maniatis 
(1989). Conversely, materials and procedures related to the concept and method of PCR- 
based DNA polymorphism assays using arbitrary primers are based on the papers by 
Williams et al. (1990) and Welsh and McClelland (1990) and other relevant publications on 
the subject.
I. DNA Extraction and Quantification
Two DNA extraction methods were tried: G-Nome (Bio 101, La Jolla, CA) and a 
CTAB-based procedure (Jarret and Austin, 1994) that incorporated polyvinylpyrolidone. As 
specified by the manufacturer, the extraction method using G-NOME yielded very low 
DNA. The CTAB-based method gave extremely high DNA yields, for both fresh and freeze- 
dried leaf samples, and a comparatively pure DNA prep was achieved by repeating the last 
isopropanol extraction step. The DNA extract was resuspended in 200-500 fiL TE and 
quantified spectrophotometrically. Purity of the DNA preps was determined by subjecting 
random sample extracts to a "scan" mode on the spectrophotomer. There were no marked 
differences observed for moderately intense bands among purified DNA using Prep-A-Gene 
DNA Purification Matrix Kit (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) and unpurified DNA extracts.
II. PCR Conditions
Using GeneAmp PCR Reagent Kits (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT), PCR conditions 
were optimized for 25 fiL reaction conditions in 0.5 mL plastic PCR tubes. The reaction 
conditions adapted for this investigation were optimized for reproducibility and scorability,
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i.e., moderately intense to intense fragments visualized unambiguously on ethidium bromide- 
stained agarose gels.
1) Annealing and denaturation temperatures.
Three annealing temperatures were tested: 35C, 36C, and 37C. These range of 
settings did not significantly affect the reproducibility of the scored fragments. Two 
denaturation temperatures were tested: 92C and 94C. At 94C, scored amplification products 
were consistently reproduced.
2) Taq polymerase Stoffel concentration.
Initial experiments compared Taq polymerase (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT) and Taq 
polymerase Stoffel fragment (Perkin Elmer). The Stoffel fragment gave more reproducible 
and scorable products, especially in the 200-2000 bp region. The manufacturer suggests 
using 10 U of the Stoffel fragment per 100 fiL reaction. It was determined that a minimum 
of 1.5 U Stoffel fragment/25 pL  reaction mix consistently yielded scorable products.
3) Number of cycles.
The number of cycles tested: 40 and 45. At 40 cycles, the scored fragments were 
still visualized on ethidium bromide stained gels.
4) Concentration of MgCl2.
The range of MgCl2 tested: 1 mM, 2mM, 3mM, 4mM. At ImM concentration, 
amplification was inconsistent. The range of 2mM to 3mM MgCl2 gave comparable results 
in terms of reproducibility of the scored products.
5) dNTPs.
The range of dNTP’s tested: 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 mM. At 0.4 mM (0.1 mM of each 
dNTP), amplification products were consistently reproducible.
6) Template DNA and primer concentration.
The template DNA concentrations of 5 ng, 10 ng, 20 ng, and 30 ng were tested at 
primer concentrations of 0.1 jiM and 0.2 /zM. The template DNA range of 5-30 ng gave 
comparable results in terms of scorable amplified fragments at 0.1 jxM primer concentration.
IAppendix B.l. Genetic similarity estimates representing a range of relationships among samples of Ipomoea batatas ' Jewel,’ 
putative ’Jewel’ clonal marker variants,’Centennial,’ and ’Beauregard.’1
J C3 CIO C ll G9 LI M3 M9 M7 N2 N6 S2 S5 S6 S10 SI1 V4 VIO V ll B C
J
C3 0.94 _
CIO 0.80 0.71 _
C ll 0.94 0.87 0.85 _
G9 0.94 0.87 0.85 0.87 _
LI 0.82 0.75 0.85 0.87 0.75 _
M3 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.87 _
M9 0.94 0.87 0.71 0.87 0.87 0.75 0.87 _
M7 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.87 _
N2 0.94 0.87 0.71 0.87 0.87 0.75 0.87 0.87 0.87 _
N6 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.87 _
S2 0.71 0.76 0.36 0.61 0.61 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.76 0.61 -
55 0.80 0.85 0.66 0.85 0.71 0.71 0.85 071 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.72 .
56 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0,87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.61 0.85 _
510 0.80 0.85 0.66 0.85 0.71 0.71 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.72 1.00 0.85 _
511 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.61 0.87 1.00 0.85 _
V4 0.71 0.76 0.36 0.61 0.61 0.46 0.61 0.76 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.72 0.61 0.72 0.61 _
VIO 0.94 0.87 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.61 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.61 _
V ll 0.80 0.85 0.66 0.85 0.71 0.71 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.72 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 0.72 0.85 .
B 0.53 0.57 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.57 0.42 0.57 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.50 0.42 0.50 0.42 0.72 0.42 0.50 .
C 0.66 0.71 0.50 0.57 0.57 0.71 0.57 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.66 0.57 0.66 0.57 0.72 0.57 0.66 0.83 _
Similarity values were calculated through Dice’s similarity coefficient in NTSYS-pc (Applied Biosystems, 1993) using 14 
putatively polymorphic marker loci. Putative clonal marker variants are identified by clone source followed by 
provisional numerical assignment. J=Jewel, C = California, G=Georgia, L=Louisiana, M = Mississippi, N=North Carolina, 
S=South Carolina, V=Virginia, B=Beauregard, C=Centennial.
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Appendix B.2. Genetic similarity estimates representing a range of relationships among samples of Ipomoea batatas ’Jewel,’ 
’Sumor,’ L87-95, and putative clonal marker variants derived through nodal and adventitious propagation methods.1
J JF4 JF8 JT8 JT10 Jmu S SF5 SF6 95 9F5 9F7 9F8 9T7 9T10
J
JF4 0.97
JF8 0.93 0.91 -
JT8 0.96 0.93 0.93 -
JT10 0.93 0.95 0.90 0.98 -
Jmu 0.77 0.74 0.73 0.76 0.73 -
S 0.65 0.67 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.56 -
SF5 0.63 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.94 -
SF6 0.71 0.73 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.52 0.81 0.74 -
95 0.76 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.72 0.53 0.70 0.69 0.78 -
9F5 0.53 0.54 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.41 0.85 0.77 0.63 0.56 -
9F7 0.87 0.89 0.79 0.81 0.84 0.67 0.73 0.72 0.80 0.90 0.61 -
9F8 0.75 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.50 0.69 0.73 0.65 0.82 0.53 0.79 -
9T7 0.73 0.75 0.63 0.67 0.68 0.49 0.67 0.65 0.74 0.97 0.51 0.87 0.79 -
9T10 0.73 0.75 0.63 0.67 0.68 0.48 0.67 0,65 0.74 0.97 0.51 0.87 0.79 1.00 -
Similarity values were calculated through Dice’s similarity coefficient in NTSYS-pc (Applied Biosystems, 1993) using 
29 putatively polymorphic marker loci. Sample designation correspond to genotype followed by provisional numerical 
assignment. JF=Jewel, adventitious; SF=Sumor, adventitious; 95F=L87-95, adventitious; JT=Jewel, nodal; ST=Sumor, 
nodal; and, 9T=L87-95, nodal. Jmu=Jewel white root skin and color mutation detected at generation four.
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Appendix C. UPGMA clustering of ’Jewel,’ putative ’Jewel’ clonal variants, ’Centennial,’ and ’Beauregard.’ 
Similarity values were estimated using Dice formula in NTSYS-pc (Applied Biosystems, 1993) using 14 
putatively polymorphic marker loci. Putative ’Jewel’ clonal variants are identified by clone source followed 
by provisional numerical assignment: CA=California, GA=Georgia, LA=Louisiana, MS= Mississippi, 
NC=North Carolina, SC=South Carolina, VA=Virginia.
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Appendix D 
Effect of Clone Source on Quality Factors
Appendix D. Effect of clone source on quantifiable quality factors in sweetpotato.
Clone % M S1 % dry matter % sucrose
Source3' Evangeline Burden Evangeline Burden Evangeline Burden
SC 24.16a 22.78a 29.57a 27.38b 8.13ab 8.65a
NC 23.39ab 23.33a 28.24ab 28.38a 8.47ab 7.73ab
MS 23.36ab 22.75a 27.90bc 27.33b 8.63ab 8.48a
GA 22.31bc 23.59a 27,70bc 27.85ab 9.0a 8.17ab
LA 21.98bc 23.02a 26,75bc 27.52ab 8.30a 7.13b
AL 2l.78bc 22.83a 26.86bc 27.45ab 8.65ab 8.51a
CA 21.58c 23.46a 26.45c 27.70ab 8.44b 8.65a
VA 20.79c 22.32a 26.24c 27.36b 8.49b 8.81a
yAL=Alabama, CA=California, GA=Georgia, LA=Louisiana, MS=Mississippi, 
NC=North Carolina, SC=South Carolina, VA=Virginia.
^Alcohol insoluble solids.
Mean separation in columns by LSD, PS0.05.
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Appendix E
Attributes o f Oligonucleotides as Random Primers
Appendix E. Attributes of oligonucleotides utilized as random primers in Chapter 3.
Primer Nucleotide
sequence
(S’—3 )
Number
of
markers
scored*
Putatively
polymorphic
markers
(bp)y
Separation*
OPA-Ol CAGGCCCTTC 2 _344 J (SF6, 95F7, Jmu)
OPA-07 GAAACGGGTG 4 344 451 506 J, S, 95 (95F5, 95F7)
OPA-09 GGGTAACGCC 5 396890 J (95F5, 95F8, Jmu)
OPA-IO GTGATCGCAG 7 _298_344_890 S (SF5, 95F5)
OP A-11 CAATCGCCGT 4 _506_634 S (SF6,95F5,95F8,JT8,JT10,Jmu)
OPA-15 TTCCGAACCC 3 762890 95 (SF6, 95F5, 95F7, 95F8)
OPA-19 CAAACGTCGG 5 6341018 J, S, 95(JF4,JT10,95T7,95T10,Jmu)
OPF-Ol ACGGATCCTG 5 762 J, S, 95 (SF6, 95F5)
OPF-05 CCGAATTCCC 4 506634 J, S, 95 (95F5, 95F7)
OPF-06 GGGAATTCGG 3 _506_634 S (JF8, SF6, 95F5)
OPF-08 GGGATATCGG 5 _451_540_890 J, S, 95 (JF8,SF6,95F5,95F8,Jmu)
OPF-12 ACGGTACCAG 2 _396 J
OPF-14 TGCTGCAGGT 1 _762 (95F5, Jmu)
OPF-16 GGAGTACTGG 6 _298_540_762 95 (SF5, 95F5, 95F8)
OPF-17 AACCCGGGAA 8 344 J (Jmu)
Total 64 29
‘Amplified fragments that were reproducible across 2-3 runs were scored as markers. 
y Markers are designated by followed by approximate fragment size in base pairs. 
Fragment size was based on visual comparison with molecular weight marker (1 Kb DNA 
ladder, BRL, Gaithersburg, MD).
lJ=Jewel, S=Sumor, 95 = L87-95; putative phenotypic variants for markers are designated 
by F=adventitious, T=nodal, followed by provisional numerical assignment.
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